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Enhanced QoS Based on Secure Reliable Key 
Routing Mechanism in Mobile Adhoc Network 

V.L. Pavani, B. Sathyanarayana 
 

Abstract—Ad hoc wireless network is experiencing challenges due to various security issues and resource constraints in nature high 
mobility. There is always the challenge to create a reliable and optimized network for efficient routing. Ensuring a dynamic way that path 
which is known in communications is always a challenge in the mobile ad hoc network. Most of the existing secure routing protocols will 
target a particular type of malicious attacks or behavior of network. We propose a secure reliable key routing (SRKR) mechanism for 
secure and dynamic routing in mobile adhoc network for enhancing the QoS. It defines a unique reliable key for each communication route 
to perform a securing data packets routing using asymmetric cryptography and secure encrypted message routing. We evaluate the 
proposal through simulated experiments in different mobility scenario in a network. Simulation  results shows an enhancement in QoS 
through achieving high throughput over existing approaches. 

Index Terms—Security,  Quality of service, Reliable key, Routing, Cryptography, MANET.  

———————————————————— 

1 INTRODUCTION
OBILE ad-hoc network, offers a unique advantage and 
versatility for the wireless environment and its 
applications. This does not require any fixed 

infrastructure, including the prerequisite of a base station. But 
at the same time it is, in its dynamic nature and inadequate 
protection system, is vulnerable than traditional wired 
network [1][22]. As the boundary of operation is not limited to 
the topology, it has strong possibility essentially impaired. 
This is because, in order to maintain any centralized policy or 
scheme of the conventional network, it is very difficult to 
ensure an ad hoc routing of that difficulty. Many of ad hoc 
routing protocols, have been proposed in the past [11][13], 
very few of the proposals has been dealing with the security 
requirements to target the high vulnerability in the ad hoc 
network[2]. Resources in MANET in addition to the above 
difficulties, creates the problem of the deployment of the 
security process, it is a major constraint. AODV [12] and in the 
DSR [8] routing is very efficient, but both has been the prone 
to various types of attacks. 
 

In this paper, we present secure reliable key routing (SRKR) 
mechanism modifying conventional AODV to tackle the 
security challenges in MANET. In SRKR, all routes to the 
destination securely trusted with a unique reliable key which 
is a novel contribution in this work. It provides a secure 
communication approach in which messages are secured 
using symmetric encryption and routing with authentication.It 
secures the data using a unique reliable encryption key which 
is created using a trusted path. This has the advantage of 
enhancing the QoS at such with a high throughput and less 
end-to-end delay in a low cost  routing constraints. 

To evalauate the proposal we compared SRKR with AODV, 
Authenticated Routing for Ad hoc Networks (ARAN)[6] and 
Secure-AODV(S-AODV) [5]. 

 
The rest of the paper organized in sections, Section-2, 

describes the related work which provides an overview on 
AODV, ARAN and S-AODV routing protocols. In Section-3, 
we describe the secure reliable key routing mechanism, 
Section-4 describes the experiment and results evaluation and 
Conclusions in Section-5. 

2   RELATED WORKS 
The number of ad hoc routing protocols are presented in [7] 
[9] [10] [20] [21] with a security vulnerability are due to 
communication environment and wide open, and these 
vulnerabilities [23] are common in mobile ad hoc routing 
protocols. In this paper, to overcome these vulnerabilities 
problem we discussed AODV, ARAN and S-AODV. 
 
2.1 AODV - (Adhoc On-demand Distance Vector routing 

protocol) 
AODV [12] is a reactive routing protocol for mobile ad hoc 
network, which build route on demand. It offers lower 
network overhead and uses the sequence numbers to ensure 
the prevention of routing loop. Basically, it uses three kinds of 
messages to carry out communication and maintenance as 
RREQ, RREP and RRER. It uses table driven routing 
mechanism for routing data packets to the destination nodes. 

 
Securing the routing messages is a major concern in the 

AODV routing. It requires authentication to ensure the sender 
and recipient of the message. Each node in the request 
broadcast check the number of initiator sequence in the 
message RREQ against stored information in the routing table, 
if it finds a new request it update the routing table. For a route 
reply it  checks the destination node sequence number instead 
of checking the number of the originator and keep Routing 
Information updated. Its vulnerability attacks results in 
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routing loops, message modification, spoofing and many other 
attacks which are serious to AODV protocol. 

2.2 ARAN - (Authenticated Routing for Adhoc 
Networks) 

Sazgiri, et.al. propose ARAN[6] for securing routing 
mechanism from unauthorized participation, route 
modification, spoofing, message modification etc. ARAN is 
based on an on-demand routing protocol extends the features 
of AODV protocol. It provides route message integrity and 
non-repudiation as minimal part of the security policy for 
MANET.  

 
ARAN proposes security process in three stages as, 
preliminary certificate process, end-to-end authentication and 
secure optimal shortest path. It used trusted certificate server 
TC and public key cryptography to implement the three 
stages. Each node must acquire certificate form TC before 
joining the network.  

 
The authentication scheme of the ARAN provides protections 
against route or message modification, fabrication and 
impersonation. A launch of denial-of-service attack by a group 
of malicious node by simply broadcasting large number of 
route denial packets exhaust the computational resource to 
verify the signature and then generate a new ones. This 
drawback of ARAN utilizes extra bandwidth to transmitting 
certificate creates more routing overhead. ARAN also fails to 
detect internal attacks as all nodes in network trust each other 
for cooperation in providing stable communication[14][15] 
and it might create huge disturbance in case of malicious node 
presence. 

2.3 S-AODV - (Secure-AODV) 
Zapata, et. al[5] propose Secure -AODV to secure the AODV 
routing protocol due to numerous security vulnerabilities in 
the protocol as it can allow a malicious intermediate node for 
spoofing  its identity  illegally and modify the hop count on 
route request messages and also can fabricates route error 
messages. 

 
SAODV is an extension of AODV protocol which is based on 
public key cryptography to provide routing security. It uses 
RREQ, RREP and RERR as routing messages which are 
digitally signed, in order to secure the guarantee the integrity 
and authenticity. Every time a node that generates a routing 
message signs it with its private key, and the nodes that 
receive this message verify the signature using the sender's 
public key to authenticate. The hop count cannot be signed by 
the sender, because it must be incremented at every hop. 
Therefore, in order to protect it a mechanism based on hash 
chains is used. 

 
It generates bigger messages due to heavy weight symmetric 
cryptography used for digital signature. Every time the 
messages received by the intermediate nodes must  verify 
signature for authentication. It increase an over burden when 
the double signature mechanism is used for a single message 
for generation and verification. 

 
 

3 SECURE RELIABLE KEY ROUTING MECHANISM 
In ad hoc routing protocol nodes exchange information to 
their neighbourhood and build a virtual network for routing 
data packets to their desired destination. Such informations 
are easily can be targeted by any malicious adversary who 
intentionally want to disrupt network functionality. Attackers 
usually inject externally erroneous routing information to 
repeat previous routing messages, or edit valid routing 
information and eventually bring the network down. 
Sometimes internal attacks cause severe damage as these 
nodes are not up to their initial commitments. These nodes can 
also send wrong information to modify the local view of the 
network. Usually, it is very difficult to identify the internal 
attacker, since we already have some kind of credentials that 
everyone believes. 

 
SRKR target both external and internal attacks that can occur 
in the network because of malicious nodes. It identifies these 
attacks, based on the three security mechanism, Certificate 
Acquisition, Secure Discovery of Route and Secure Data 
Routing. It uses the Certificate Authority (CA) certificates to 
identify internal attackers and use both symmetric and 
asymmetric encryption to secure from external attackers. To 
prevent routing information from forged or tampered with, 
we use CA certificates for encrypting messages. 

 

3.1 Acquisition of Certificate 
Establishing a security association between the mobile 

nodes is the most difficult part of an ad hoc network. The 
difficulty is due to the nature of mobile ad hoc networks, 
where a pre-defined architecture for safety cannot be used. 
Most work-related security association and key distribution 
were not addressed well in most of the previous secure 
routing protocols. One of the simplest solutions is described in 
[16], for the existence of a security association between the 
source and target nodes. Exchange of group key is described 
in [17], which is based on a strong key sharing, but this 
approach requires nodes of the static and dynamic networks 
where a node join and leave very often the key groups should 
be updated in the process for all nodes. 

 
In [18][19] describes another security association process 

among the nodes which use asymmetric cryptography where 
any node in the network can issue certificate for a new nodes. 
This is a strong approach in sense of that it does not have any 
single point failure in the network. But it still can have 
vulnerability attacks as to authenticate a new node and issue a 
certificate is risky if malicious nodes are already present in the 
network. 

 
In SRKR protocol, to have an initial security association 

among the node we also distribute the certificates. But these 
certificates are obtained from a trusted certified authority 
(CA), and it has to be loaded to each node prior to join the 
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network. This will be an offline process where each node by 
providing their identity to CA needs to obtain their certificate. 
In this approach if any node tries to possess an invalid 
certificate illegally can be identified and isolated easily. The 
certificate issued by the CA for a node V will be consists of CA 
public key as CApub_key, node address as Vadd , public key as 
Vpub_key and  private key as Vpvt_key . The certificate represented 
as, 

 
We assume that all the valid nodes in the network obtain 

this certificate before joining the network. This process of 
acquiring certificate provides the basic identification to the 
node and prevent from internal malicious. 

 

3.2 Secure Route Discovery Mechanism 
Our protocol modifies AODV routing protocol to provide the 
secure routing mechanism. AODV is a reactive protocol, it 
accomplish its communication through route discovery, data 
routing and route maintenance process.  
 
Whenever a source node N wants to communicate with a 
destination node D in the network, it initiates route discovery 
process in form of sending RREQ message. To make discovery 
process secure SRKR creates a reliable key using Diffie-
Hellman algorithm as Rkey, create encrypted message signature 
using SHA1 algorithm as Emsg_sign and encrypted message 
cipher using  CApub_key as Emsg. Before broadcasting the message 
again encrypted using CApub_key as shown in equation-1. The 
idea of encrypting message twice makes it highly secure from 
both internal and external attackers. The broadcast message 
with timestamp T represent as, 

 
Therefore, the SRKR protocol is capable of determining secure 
route by comparing the security parameters while performing 
route discovery of each individual node. The mechanism of 
the route discovery is described in Algorithm 1. 
 
Algorithm 1: SRKR Secure Route Discovery Mechanism 
 
Source Node V init RREQ -> Init_Request(Vrreq) 
 
Method1: Init_Request(Noderreq) 
 
1. V Create Reliable key using DH Algorithm → RSKey   
2. V Encrypt(Msg) using SAH1 Algorithm → Emsg_sign 
3. V Encrypt(Msg) using CApub_key  → Emsg . 
4. V Encrypt([Emsg_sign , Emsg , RSKey  , Dadd, T ]) using 

CApub_key  → Mrreq 
5. V broadcast Mrreq to all neighbouring node(N) 
6. while Ni is not destination node → Dadd do 
7. Ni Decrypt(Mrreq) using CApvt_key  → [Emsg_sign , Emsg , RSKey  

, Dadd, T] 

8. Ni Decrypt(Emsg) using CApvt_key → Msg 
9. Ni Encrypt(Msg) using SAH1 Algorithm → IEmsg_sign 
 
10. If  validateSignature (IEmsg_sign , Emsg_sign ) == true then 
11. If Msg == 'RREQ' then  
12. If Ni == Dadd then 
13. D Store Source Reliable key(RSKey) → Destination_Table 
14. Destination Node D → Init_Reply(Dadd). 
15. Else 
16. Ni Append Iadd fields data → Append(Mrreq, Iadd) → M 
17. Ni Encrypt(M) using CApub_key  → Mrreq 
18. Ni broadcast Mrreq to all its neighbouring nodes (N) 
19. End if 
20. End if 
21. End if 
22. End while 
 
 
Method2: Init_Reply(Destadd) 
 
1. D Creates Destination Reliable key using RSKey   and DH 

Algorithm → DSKey 
2. D Encrypt(Msg) using SAH1 Algorithm → Dmsg_sign 
3. D Encrypt(Msg) using CApub_key  → Emsg. 
4. D Encrypt([Dmsg_sign , Emsg , DSKey  , Sadd, SPath  , T]) using 

CApub_key  → Mrrep 
5. D unicast Mrrep to the route node (N) from which it receive 

RREQ. 
6. While Ni is not source node → Sadd do 
7. Ni Decrypt(Mrrep) using CApvt_key  -> M as [Dmsg_sign , Emsg , DSKey  

, Sadd, SPath  , T] 
8. Ni Decrypt(Emsg) using CApvt_key → Msg 
9. Ni Encrypt(Msg) using SAH1 Algorithm → IEmsg_sign 
10. If  validateSignature (IEmsg_sign , Dmsg_sign ) == true then 
11. If Msg == 'RREP' then    
12. If Ni == Sadd then 
13. Source Node V store destination Reliable key(DSKey) → 

Routing_Table  
14. Else 
15. Ni Read Source Path from M → SPath 
16. Ni Read next hop from the SPath  → NextHop 
17. Ni unicast Mrrep → NextHop (Ni) 
18. End if 
19. End if 
20. End if 
21. End while 
 
 

3.2 Data Routing Based on SRKR Mechanism 
 
On successful completion of secure route discovery, Source 
node sends data packet on the optimal route stored in the 
routing table. Generally AODV protocol maintains only one 
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route from source to destination. In our scheme we also 
maintain the same, as multi-route discovery expense more 
overhead of storing more route information. Before sending 
the data packet source make data packet secure. To do so, 
source node generate a unique secret key as SCKey using 
destination Reliable key,  DSKey  of DH algorithm which is 
received during route discovery process. It encrypt the data 
packets using SCKey  and route the packets.  
 
Using this mechanism SRKR protocol is capable of securing its 
data packets during data routing in a route. The mechanism 
achieved using method-1 and 2 of the secure data routing as 
described in Algorithm 2. 
 
Algorithm 2: SRKR Secure Data Routing Mechanism 
 
Source node V init data transmission -> SendData(Dadd, 
pkt_seq_no) 
 
Method1: SendData( Destinationadd ) 
 
1. V gets the discovered route → RPath  
2. V gets destination Reliable key → DSKey  
3. V generate unique Secret key using DSKey  → SCKey 
4. For “number of data packet to send” loop 
5. V creates Data Packet → Dpack 
6. V Encrypt data packet using secret key -> Encrypt (Dpack , 

SCKey  ) → EM 
7. V sends encrypted data packet EM  → NextHop 
8. while “ACK_Time expires” do  
9. If “Receive Message → EM” then 
10. V gets its own Reliable key → SSKey  
11. S generate unique Secret key using SSKey  → SCKey 
12. S decrypt the data packets using SCKey  → Decrypt(EM , 

SSKey ) → DM 
13. If  DM ==”DELV_ACK” then 
14. End while;     
15. Send next data packet → SendData(Dadd, pkt_seq_no) 
16. Else if “ACK_Time expires” then 
17. Resend the data packet → SendData(Dadd, pkt_seq_no) 
18. End if 
19. End while 
20. End for 
 
Method2: RecieveData(EM, pkt_seq_no) 

 
1. Destination node D on receiving the data packets, 
2. D gets its own Reliable key → DSKey  
3. D generate unique Secret key using DSKey  → SCKey 
4. D decrypt the data packets using SCKey  → Decrypt(EM , 

DSKey ) -> DM 
5. D gets its Source Reliable key → SSKey  
6. D generate unique Secret key using SSKey  → SCKey 
7. D decrypt the DELV_ACK message using SCKey  → 

Decrypt(DEL_ACK , DSKey ) → EM 

8. D Sends secure acknowledge EM  back to source. 
 
 
We investigate the possible attacks [23] in the route 
discovery and routing and countermeasures that are taken 
in SRKR to secure routing in mobile adhoc network. 
 
A. Attacks on Route Discovery Process 
 
• Route Message Modification: Route process discovery 

require intermediate node cooperation to discover the 
route to destination. An attack on the intermediate node 
may leads to route message modification. To handle this 
kind SRKR encrypts the route message symmetrically 
using SHA1 algorithm and asymmetrically using node 
public key. It provides a double shielding for attackers to 
through pass to perform route message modification, 
which is a novel contribution of this work. 

 
• Route Cache Poisoning: This kind of attack misguides the 

node to route data in incorrect path. SRKR handles this 
attack using Reliable key created by both source and 
destination. A malicious node broadcast incorrect paths 
has no effects on route cache, firstly each route request 
message is highly secured and protected by Reliable key 
and node public key and secondly the unique reliable key 
make the message completely indifferent from the regular 
route message.   

 
• Not Participating in Discovery Process: Not participating in 

route discovery or dropping a packet is a passive 
malicious attribute which will not interrupt the discovery 
process until there are non-malicious nodes are available 
in the network. To handle this kind of behaviour SRKR 
insure each node participating must have identity and CA 
certificate. 
  

B. Attacks on Data Routing Process 
 
• Data Packet Modification: During data communication it is 

always possible that intermediate node can inject false 
route by modifying the data packet information to 
degrade the throughput. SRKR handles data packet 
modification by encrypting data packets using unique 
secret key during routing. Both source and destination 
node create unique secret key for sending data packets 
and informing acknowledgement message.  
 

• Data Packet Dropping: Data packet dropping is a common 
behaviour of malicious nodes which impacts the 
performance of network.  To handle this kind of  attack 
SRKR protocol ensue that trusted and CA certified node 
must participate in communication process. 
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4 EXPERIMENT RESULTS 
To evaluate our proposal we assume that both internal and 
external types of malicious nodes are exists. However, we also 
assume that the most of the nodes present in the network are 
trustable due to certification acquisition form CA. We use 
node public key cryptography to protect the network against 
the external attacks and symmetric cryptography encryption 
for data and message protection from internal attacks. We 
experimentally simulate SRKR protocol using Glomosim 
Simulator[x] to evaluate the performance. It provides scalable 
and parameter driven environment for wireless protocol 
simulation. We compare the performance of SRKR with S-
AODV [4] and ARAN [6] for evaluation. 

 
4.1 Network Setup 
To simulate the protocol we setup the parameter described in 
the Table-1. The simulation runs on Random Way-point model 
with a speeds variation up to 100 m/s. We perform the 
simulation in two sets. First set does not have any malicious 
node while second set contains 40% of malicious nodes. 
 

Table-1: Simulation Parameters 

 
During route discovery process all nodes behave normally as 
they are certified.  During data routing we configure the 
simulator to choose 40% node as malicious randomly.  It was 
observed that those nodes behave abnormally and tries to 
modify data packets and tries drops all data packets routed 
through them. 
 
4.2 Experiment Results 
Throughput: Figure-1(A) and (B) shows the throughput 
performances of the protocol. All protocols show similar result 
in case of absence of malicious node.  SRKR shows an 
improvisation in compare to others protocols schemes in 
presence of malicious nodes. The improvisation of throughput 
is due to the efficient securing of the data packets from attacks. 
In absence of malicious it shows an average performance due 
to cryptography overhead. SRKR achieves 25 % improvisation 

of packet delivery in compare to other protocols where as 
others shows a downfall of 10-20% in case of 40% malicious 
presence. 

 
End-to-End delay: Figure-2(A) and (B) shows end-to-end 
delay comparison between SRKR and others protocols. All the 
protocols shows similar ratio of increase in delay with increase 
of mobility speed in absence of malicious node. But in case of 
malicious presence SRKR and ARAN shows low delay in 
compare to other protocols. Both ARAN and SRKR follow the 
process of certificate acquisition which allow secure and 
identified node in network, which helps in minimizing packet 
drop and end-to-end delay in case of malicious attacks.  

 
Control Overhead: Figure-3(A) and (B) shows control 
overhead comparison between SRKR with others protocols. In 
absence of malicious node all the protocol have similar ration 

overhead. But in case of malicious presence SRKR shows low 

routing overhead in compare to others, because SRKR encrypt 
and decrypt data packets only at source and destination end 
during data communication, where as in other protocol 
security checks are perform during communication  which 
increase the routing overhead. 

Fig:-1(A)- Throughput in the absence of Malicious Node 
Fig:-1(B)- Throughput in the 40% presence of  Malicious Node 
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Fig:-2(A)- End-2-End Delay in the absence of Malicious Node 
 
 

Fig:-2(B)- End-2-End Delay in the presence of Malicious Node 

Fig:-3(A)- Control Overhead in the absence of Malicious Node 

Fig:-3(B)- Control Overhead in the presence of Malicious Node 

5 CONCLUSION 
We presented secure reliable key routing (SRKR) protocol for 
mobile ad hoc network, which secure the routing mechanism 
from both internal and external attacks. It authenticates route 
discovery messages using public key cryptography and secure 
data routing packets using symmetric cryptography using 
unique session and secret key. The experimental evaluation of 
SRKR shows an improvisation in throughput and routing 
overhead in case of malicious presence in the network in 
compare with AODV, SAODVand ARAN. It provides a novel 
contribution in providing double shielding security to routing 
message and data packets makes attackers difficult for 
intrusion. 
An enhancement to protocol can be made in future to evaluate 
more sensitive parameter of the protocol which can effects the 
cryptography process, and from simulation it was also 
observed that effects of mobility have high impact on the 
performance of mobile adhoc network, so one can enhance the 
protocol to handle link failure and repairing process in future 
work. 
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